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Carbeth to Drymen - - - - - - - - 7 miles /3 - 4 hours 
 
For details: 
 
http://www.west-highland-way.co.uk/theroute_subpage.asp?inst=3&id=662 
 
Drymen to Balmaha - - - - - - - 8 miles / 4 - 5 hours 
 
For details 
 
http://www.west-highland-way.co.uk/theroute_subpage.asp?inst=3&id=663 
 
We were well treated to a fortifying breakfast including eggs from the Smith family’s back 
garden. After an hour to let it settle, we embarked on day 
two. Yesterday’s finish was today’s starting point. 
 
‘I blame Mr Beeching’ said Chris. We were on an old railway 
line moving away from the beautiful Beech Tree Inn – was 
he complaining about the imbibing at the aforesaid 
establishment or the closure of the line to Stirling that we 
were walking down? 

 
Our first section was through the flat valley bottom, a clear day 
that turned into quite a summer’s day. Sun and wind burn were 
to flush our faces by the days end. I wonder if the 
accompanying photo shows us pinking up. 
 
A minor road on the route took us along 
a ridge and the first view of Conic Hill 

(1184ft) perhaps an unwelcome sight that we had seen when taking 
our return car to Balmaha. Yes - it looked very steep from both sides. 
 
Lunch was enjoyed by a forested, newly harvested section of the 
walk and the weather was warm enough for a sock change – there’s 
nothing like walking in new socks – let the seasoned walker 
understand. Some of the participants didn’t feel able to bend over to 
undo boot laces never mind change socks! Back on the trail, we 
slowly climbed and we got our first view of Loch Lomond as the hill 
loomed ever closer. 

 
A couple of Swedish youngsters were sat eating lunch and we 
darted past them such was our pace; we did not see them 
again....! We speed strolled up the big hill, budgies lung at full 
capacity and faces pink and warm. The path was strange – 
why someone designed a path up a river bed we wondered. 
Then we realised that the path had worn down and then water 
had followed the route and eroded the path further. 

 

http://www.west-highland-way.co.uk/theroute_subpage.asp?inst=3&id=662
http://www.west-highland-way.co.uk/theroute_subpage.asp?inst=3&id=663
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At the top, a gale was blowing - but luckily it blew most of the hail cloud away from us and 
we were only pelted for a moment. The view of tomorrow’s adventure lay before us, far 
below us and from our altitude it didn’t seem too far or arduous. Let’s see what tomorrow 
brings before commenting.  
 

If the ascent was hard work and at times painful – plenty 
of stops looking at the views and changing vistas – the 
descent was bone crunching and joint jangling. Chris - Mr. 
Spring Chicken himself was in his element and skipped 
like a spring lamb down the path. By comparison, Messrs 
Smith and Moor lumbered slowly down the hill – calling 
gently to the disappearing Chris. ‘He must have smelt a 
tea wagon!’ was our reasoning for his speed. In reality he 
carries no spare flesh and is butcher’s dog fit – neither 
applies to Smith and Moor. 

 
Yet he waited and would have ascended again if we had 
not appeared – broken bones may have occurred on the 
barren slopes. Meanwhile we wondered - when the wind 
dropped and the sun came out – how long we could sit 
before Grandad would come looking...! 
 
A brief march through the woods and traffic noises 
became apparent. I stowed my sticks and immediately 
the car park was in front of us! Why didn’t we park the 
car closer to the path – yes it was a large car park for three weary walkers who all struggled 

to get into the car without grunting. 
 
Feeling sorry for us? Our return to the starting point car and 
we only just managed to walk into the pub for a refreshing 
beer before going back to Maryhill and a few home comforts 
and a report on the day. 
 
The first 20 miles complete and only 76 to go.....whose idea 
was this? 
 

 
 


